ARTIFAKT on AWS

ALL-INCLUSIVE USER-FRIENDLY MULTI-APP
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Challenges
How to easily migrate and manage your web applications on
AWS cloud?
Our clients and partners are really keen to migrate to AWS cloud. However they’re facing challenges to achieve that migration:
●
Cloud can be quite complex
●
DevOps are rare and expensive
●
There’s a lack of a comprehensive tool
●
Migration costs are often way to big and frightening
In the meantime, Internet is more and more complex and demanding. Building the correct infrastructure requires multiple layers:
Infrastructure, security, compliance, performance, reliability, traceability, maintainability and more...

The ARTIFAKT Solution
A BRIDGE BETWEEN DEVELOPERS’ NEEDS AND BUSINESS STAKES
•
•
•
•

Providing an all-in-one platform to help developers or DevOps, deploy, host, and manage web applications on ready-to-run,
enterprise-grade cloud infrastructures;
Giving autonomy and power back to web agencies and development teams for their projects;
Getting the appropriate support & expertise with our dedicated cloud and application experts;
Artifakt = Excellent performance, auto-scalability, security, reliability and visibility for agencies and small to large businesses.

Benefits: Performance, Serenity and Confidence
The #1 Cloud Services assembled in an easy-to-use solution that will not let you down. You have full visibility on the health of your apps. Your
development team has full control over your application.
A single point of truth for you

A complete autonomy during the project

With one click, you can have a look on all
your deployed applications, your monitoring,
your logs etc...

All the features included in our console have been
thought to ease the daily workload and reinforce the
collaboration between your teams

Deploy fast and stay online

Handling all modern web applications

Less than 10 minutes to set up a proper
platform
on
Enterprise-Grade
Cloud
infrastructure. Needs to upgrade your
platform? In less time than it takes to tell!

We support modern e-commerce solutions and
languages and keep adding new technology as the
market evolves.
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Solution Brief

ARTIFAKT on AWS
Looking at the incredible catalog of services provided by AWS can be overwhelming for IT Departments or Agencies : where to start,
what to choose, how to connect all these pieces together, how to scale, monitor, alert, secure....
Agencies and Businesses need a proper finished product to handle their application and hide this complexity without lowering their
expectations. They want to be sure that all mandatory layers will be embedded and packaged for them.
That’s what Artifakt has in store.. We have gathered the best AWS resources, and we’ve added world leading solutions such as
Cloudflare or NewRelic to deliver the best possible platforms for business web applications.

Features

Easy and Fast Deployment
Our experts designed the perfect blueprint for each web application we propose. Our platforms are
Production ready, fine-tuned for every need (eCommerce, CMS, PIM…) and can be launched in a few
minutes. Security and performance are built-in with AWS auto-scalability and Cloudflare Enterprise
included (CDN/WAF/SSL and more).

Easy Control and Management
Once built, you can easily monitor your application, your performance and all your resources in a
comprehensive, user-friendly interface. You can launch your marketing operations with no trouble, our
AWS auto-scaling embedded feature will adapt your platforms to your needs automatically. If need be,
you can also increase, decrease, duplicate or extend your resources with just a few clicks. Just focus
on your business and sales, Artifakt runs your AWS resources accordingly!!

Easy Rights and Roles management
As a single point of truth, you can gather all your web applications and projects but also insure a better
collaboration.
Thanks to our rights and roles feature, you can easily:
Give partial or total access to your projects and resources management
Set up a validation process for resources modification
Track every action thanks to our built-in audit trails
Deploy ssh access, manage access lists (allow/deny IP lists), open SFTP accounts and more.

Case Study: International Cosmetic Brand eCommerce migration

Challenges
-

Bad performance
Lack of security
Lack of visibility
Hosting provider’s SLA not respected
No internal DevOps

Solution
The websites have been deployed
and tested on AWS in a few days and
the performance has drastically
improved.

-

The team has been also properly
trained to rapidly deploy new versions.

-

Get started with ARTIFAKT solutions on AWS
https://www.artifakt.com/
.
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Results
+30% traffic
+60% performance
100% uptime in 18 months
6 campaigns and sales operations with
no trouble
Large increase (x3) of application
updates

